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HCA wants lost green space shifted to 

industrial area 

Gary Yokoyama/The Hamilton Spectator  
Tollgate Pond, on port authority land along Eastport Drive and Sherman’s Inlet, is one of two 

sites the HCA says could be rehabilitated. 

By Matthew Van Dongen  

The Hamilton Conservation Authority is calling for a green oasis in the heart of the harbour’s 

industrial area to offset a decision to axe parkland atop the Randle Reef pier.  

Some harbour cleanup advocates were dismayed to learn last week plans for a new, $140-million 

shipping pier — designed to trap decades of toxic sediment — no longer include topside green 

space.  

The original plan called for one-third of the 7.5-hectare containment structure to be naturalized; 

the latest version calls for the entire pier to be reserved for Hamilton Port Authority business and 

light industrial use.  

RELATED: Public can weigh in on Randle Reef report  

Roger Santiago, head of Environment Canada’s sediment remediation unit, suggested last week 

more green space could be added across the harbour.  

That’s not good enough, said Jim Howlett, vice-chair of the HCA board.  

“If you must remove agreed-upon green space from (the pier), at least put it back in the same 

part of the harbour,” he said.  

The board conducted a vote by email this week and approved a motion calling for the axed pier 

parkland to be replaced by at least two hectares of publicly accessible, naturalized land in the 

southeast corner of the harbour — specifically south of the ship canal and east of Sherman 

Avenue.  

RELATED: Top-up from Ottawa puts Randle Reef cleanup in motion  

Most of that area hosts heavy industry. But Howlett pointed to two potential sites that could be 

rehabilitated and “re-naturalized,” including a pond on port authority land along Eastport Drive 

and Sherman’s Inlet, a creek outlet into the harbour near Sherman that was partially destroyed by 

illegal fill dumping more than a decade ago.  

http://www.thespec.com/news/local/article/872132--experts-decide-better-spots-for-fish-than-randle-reef
http://www.thespec.com/news/local/article/864821--public-can-weigh-in-on-randle-reef-report
http://www.thespec.com/news/local/article/855869--top-up-from-ottawa-puts-randle-reef-cleanup-in-motion


The port authority has yet to fulfil a federal government directive to rehabilitate the inlet, but the 

cleanup is listed as a pending project in the recent Randle Reef environmental screening report 

from Environment Canada.  

Santiago earlier told The Spectator the pier plan is still subject to a public comment process that 

ends in early February and a final decision on the uses for the capped structure isn’t likely for 

several years.  

The conservation authority motion, however, calls for a new two-hectare green space to be 

created on the industrial side of the harbour within three to five years.  
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